
SKYPERION
Early detection, greater protection

The world’s leading proven RF
based UAV / Drone detection and
tracking system

•  Detect, Track and Identify UAVs
•  Uses advanced Radio Frequency technology
•  Proven to be effective across the spectrum
•  Very high probability of intercepting target
•  Capable of tracking multiple UAV’s
•  Simple single user interface
•  Highly modular and scales to fit location
•  Designed to integrate with other sensors 

The threat
The availability of inexpensive, easy to
operate UAVs is increasing causing
headaches for those responsible for the
security of a variety people and places.
Whether enjoying a sports event or hoping to
travel for business or pleasure, UAV’s have
been used to disrupt places or events.

Worse, UAV’s can be adapted to carry a range
of payloads; from cameras to contraband or
even improvised explosive devices (IEDs). 



How does it work?
SKYPERION uses Radio Frequency (RF) signals to
provide early and highly accurate detection and tracking
of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAVs) or drones. It works
by identifying and locating the data signals emitted by
both the drone and its controller, allowing early
intervention and highly effective resolution.

Where can it be used?
SKYPERION can used to protect a wide variety of people
and places;
•    Prisons
•    Sports stadia
•    Critical infrastructure
•    Airports
•    Events
•    VIP protection
•    Defence

Why SKYPERION?
The SKYPERION system is scalable, modular and can be
tailored to fit a wide range of environments; from
airports to prisons, stadia to high profile events.

Proven
SKYPERION has been successfully operationally proven
in airports as well as other high risk environments
accurately detecting and tracking drone incursions.

Tailored
The system can be rapidly configured and re-configured
for a range of scenarios from the protection of small
area short term events to large fixed facilities providing
persistent 24/365 protection.

Modular
SKYPERION is readily integrated with other sensors,
such as Electro-Optical (EO), radar and jamming systems
to provide an enhanced counter drone solution.

Scalable
Irrespective of the size or complexity of the space that
requires protection, SKYPERION can be scaled to
provide complete coverage.

Passive
As SKYPERION monitors RF signals, it provides no clues
to its use. The SKYPERION system is purely monitoring
and interpreting the RF spectrum, rather than sending
out emissions of its own.

Robust
The SKYPERION system provides 24/365 coverage. As a
passive system it works in all weathers and is not
affected by high signal environments.

Intelligent
SKYPERION reduces false flags and increase the
probability of detection with the introduction of cutting
edge Artificial Intelligence processing.

Purchase or managed service
Due to its flexibility and speed of set-up, SKYPERION can be delivered on a purchased or managed service,
permanent or temporary basis.

If purchased, METIS will, subject to agreement, work with the client to ensure that SKYPERION is integrated with
existing and new systems, processes and procedures. Alternatively, SKYPERION can be operated as a fully managed
service by METIS with 24/365 remote (or local) monitoring.

If you believe that you could benefit from the protection that SKYPERION delivers, please get in touch. 
info@metisaerospace.com or call 01522 963125

www.metisaerospace.com/skyperion
info@metisaerospace.com
+44 (0)1522 963125


